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NYISO REGULATORY FILINGS – APRIL 2003 
 
Apr. 1, 2003 NYISO tariff filing regarding proposed pricing rules at noncompetitive external proxy 

generator buses  
 (ER03-690-000) 
 
Apr. 2, 2003 NYISO and ISO-NE joint filing of an answer to a third party filing of revised protocols 

regarding emergency transmission transfers across an undersea cable (ER03-246-000) 
 
Apr. 3, 2003 NYISO and NYTO joint filing of a response to a third party answer opposing the 

NYISO/NYTO motion to supplement the record regarding marginal loss issues 
 (ER97-1523-068) 
 
Apr. 4, 2003 NYISO filing of corrected tariff sheets regarding quick start service 
 (ER03-18-002) 
 
Apr. 4, 2003 Multiple third party filings of proposed corrections to the Phase II transcript corrections 

regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO, et. al. concerning transmission service 
arrangements 

 (EL02-23-000) 
 
Apr. 4-11, 03 Multiple third party filings of motions to intervene regarding the NYISO’s tariff 

revisions concerning a proposed ICAP demand curve 
 (ER03-647-000) 
 
Apr. 9, 2003 NYISO filing of an initial post-hearing brief regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO 

concerning cost allocation for new interconnection facilities  
 (EL02-125-000) 
 
Apr. 9, 2003 Third party filing of an answer to a NYISO motion to supplement the record regarding 

marginal loss issues 
 (ER97-1523-068/073/074) 
 
Apr. 9-15, 03 Multiple third party filings of initial post-hearing briefs regarding a third party 

complaint v. NYISO concerning cost allocation for new interconnection facilities  
 (EL02-125-000) 
 
Apr. 10, 2001 Multiple third party filings of motions to intervene regarding the NYISO quick start 

compliance filing 
 (ER03-18-001) 
 
Apr. 11, 2003 NYISO filing of a limited answer to various third party comments regarding the NYISO 

creditworthiness requirements tariff filing 
 (ER03-552-000) 
 
Apr. 11-18, 03 Multiple third party filings of motions to intervene, comment and protest regarding the 

NYISO demand curve proposal 
 (ER03-647-000) 
 
Apr. 14, 2003 NYISO filing of a Phase II initial brief regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO 

concerning transmission service arrangements 
 (EL02-23-000) 
 
Apr. 14, 2003 NYISO compliance filing regarding a explanation of how the costs incurred for 

thunderstorm alerts are assigned to load serving entities that serve load in NYC 
 (ER97-1523-076) 
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Apr. 14, 2003 FERC staff filing of an answer to the NYISO’s motion for transcript corrections 
regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO concerning cost allocation for new 
interconnection facilities  

 (EL02-125-000) 
 
Apr. 14-15, 03 Multiple third party filings of Phase II briefs regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO 

concerning transmission service arrangements 
 (EL02-23-000) 
 
Apr. 16, 2003 NYISO filing of corrections to its May 31, 2002 tariff filing regarding recovery of 

charges assessed under Rate Schedule 1 
 (ER03-749-000) 
 
Apr. 16, 2003 Third party filing of a request for extension of time to file comments regarding the 

NYISO’s noncompetitive external proxy generator bus filing 
 (ER03-690-000) 
 
Apr. 21, 2003 Third party filing of a motion to intervene regarding the NYISO compliance tariff filing 

concerning day-ahead margin assurance payments 
 (ER03-238-003) 
 
Apr. 21, 2003 NYISO compliance tariff filing regarding the removal of language that allowed SCR and 

EDRP resources to set prices 
 (ER03-303-002) 
 
Apr. 22-28, 03 Multiple third party filings of answers to the NYISO answer regarding the 

creditworthiness requirements tariff filing 
 (ER03-552-000) 
 
Apr. 23, 2003 NYISO filing of a post-hearing reply brief regarding a third party complaint v. NYISO 

concerning cost allocation for new interconnection facilities  
 (EL02-125-000) 
 
Apr. 23, 2003 NYISO filing of a motion to intervene regarding a third party complaint v. another third 

party concerning a merchant transmission facility 
 (EL03-115-000) 
 
Apr. 23, 2003 NYISO filing of tariff modifications to establish pricing during periods of energy scarcity 

(ER03-766-000) 
 
Apr. 24, 2003 Third party filing of an amended post-hearing reply brief regarding a third party 

complaint v. NYISO concerning cost allocation for new interconnection facilities  
 (EL02-125-000) 
 
Apr. 28, 2003 NYISO annual filing of FERC Form 582 regarding calendar year 2002 total megawatt-

hours of transmission service in interstate commerce 
 
Apr. 28, 2003 Multiple third party filings of answers to other third party motions to intervene and 

comment regarding the NYISO’s demand curve tariff proposal 
 (ER03-647-000) 
 
Apr. 29, 2003 NYISO filing of a letter in lieu of a compliance filing regarding tariff revisions 

concerning the calculation of the transmission service charge 
 (ER03-471-000) 
 
 
The above list is current as of 10:30 A.M. May 2, 2003. 

 
     


